
                  

The Valley Bowmen of Huddersfield 

The Christmas Raffle Shoot – Sunday 19th December 2021 
This year was a little bit different (again) as we all know. The new indoor facilities had been the original venue for the 

shoot but as we could not provide enough social distancing and air circulation the event was moved to the outdoors to 

help keep those who entered the shoot safe.  

The shoot format requires scoring as many points as you can and also gambling on hitting the hidden prize zones which 

may or not score points. Each archer had three arrows per end and then had to move along the shooting line to shoot at 

each of the 4 Christmas themed targets. We managed 3 circuits and a total of 3 dozen arrows were shot on the day. 

There were enough mince pies and sweets to go around and there were 40 hidden prizes spread over the four targets to 

find. 

 

RESULTS 

Gents                

Pos Name     Hits  Score  Highest Single End Score 

1st Bart Brasse    25  293  56    

2nd  Paul McGuire   29  283  69      

3rd  Tristan McCarthy   30  267  53      

4th Neil Eddie    25   261  68       

5th Brian Kilkline   24  238  57         

6th  Ian Huntingdon   19  226  50 

7th  Martin Dixon   29  219  45      

8th Michael Robshaw   23  197  49 

9th   Monty Adkins   22  196  65 

10th Chris Tansey    20  168  43 

11th Mark Hunter   23  156  35      

Ladies       

1st  Helen McKerracher   22  151  30        

Juniors     

1st Oscar Fenik    32  337  75 

2nd Finn Dodd Adkins   19  150  30 

3rd Corey Featherstone  16  148  56 

 

There were a few mathematical errors on the score sheets (surprise, surprise) but this did not affect the final 

outcome.         

Well done and thank you for supporting the shoot and a big thank you for bringing all those gifts.  

The shoot cannot work without your generous (I think that’s the word) donations. 

I hope everyone enjoyed the afternoon and a special thankyou to Santa’s little helpers for their assistance during 

the afternoon. 

 





 

 

 

    

 


